
Printing Instructions

Choose these options in the print dialogue box: 
Actual Size 
Print double-sided
Flip on long edge
Print pages 2-11



Down

Visit

Sit Settle

Stand Park



Lie down in a prone position.Dog rests their head on the
handler’s lap.

Rump on the floor, and the front
legs are straight.

Dog shifts weight to hip/side while
in a down.

Back under a chair and lie down
facing forward.

Kick all four feet out so the dog is
standing on all four feet.



Nudge Go Mat

Chin

Get dressed

Let’s Go

Off



Nose-to-hand for position and or
“reset”.

Go over to their mat and lie down
and wait until released.

Rests chin on your hand for
cooperative care (eye boogies,

teeth brushing).

Push head into
collar/cape/harness.

Get all four feet on the floor and off
whatever they were on.

This tells your dog you are about to
start walking with a nice loose leash



Heel

Wait

Side Back

Up Go 
through



Dog stands parallel to you on your
left side.

This is a short-term pause. 
(ex. Doorways and meals).

Dog stands parallel to you on your
right side.

Back up in a straight line.

Go ahead of the handler, through a
doorway or tight space, and then

turn to face the handler.

Jump, so four feet are all on a
surface.



Find it Okay!

Fix it Step

Follow
Come



Releases the dog to eat a dropped
or tossed cookie.

Release word. They can stop doing
the previous command. 

Lift front feet to fix tangled leash.The dog places its front feet onto
an elevated surface such as a stair.

Come within reach of the handler
(from a distance).

Fall in-line behind handler 
(for tight spaces). 



Get it Get Busy

Stay Kennel

Under Yes!



Get an object off of the floor and
bring it to you.

Elimination command (limit the time
and the area given).

Don’t move. Release when near the
dog, not at a distance.

Go into a crate.

Reward marker. This word captures
a behavior and indicates the reward

comes from hand.

Go under a surface (such as a table)
and lie down.


